Bolinas Community Land Trust shared Medea Leoness's photo:

Late pic of Bo-Ladies with tug trophy and well deserved happiness! Congrats for ANOTHER kick-ass win!!! When will the ladies get the cover of a newspaper... just wondering.

What's Happening

Wednesday, July 16
Faultline Class Chasing Your Tale: Adventures in Personal Myth, Jane Mickelson: School Library, 7 pm

Utility District (BCFUD)
Regular of the Board @ 270 Elm Rd, 7:30pm.

Thursday, July 17
KARMAN KIMBLE & ALEX LASNER
Live music @ Smiley's, 8:30pm

Friday, July 18
PSDSP Live grunge rock @ Smiley's, 9pm. Cover

Saturday, July 19
Workday on Kent Island for weed pulling/trash pickup, 10am to 2pm; volunteers ferried across channel; nice lunch at noon. Bruce Bower 868 2459

Courtyard Concert
Free Acoustic blues w/ Jimmie Dillon in Bolinas Museum courtyard, 2pm.

TV MIKE & THE SCARECROWS
Live music for birthday bash @ Smiley's, 9pm

Monday, July 21
FRATELLO MARIONETTES ‘Carnival of the Animals’ @ Sinson Beach Community Center, 11am

Tuesday, July 22
JUST FRIENDS 19 Broadway, Fairfax

Wednesday, July 23
WILDCARE: FEATHER, FUR & SCALES Child visiting with live animals, Bolinas Library, 10:30am

On assignment for the Hearsay News — Amelia in Ladakh
(from Facebook, submitted by SuArt)

*The Hearsay Takes A Hint! (for once...)*

- 2 more on p.4
LIVE MUSIC AT THE BEACH
Fri. Sat. Sun. Night
JULY
Open Mic Sun. 8-12
Record Spin Mon. 9-12
Pool Tourn. Tue. 7-11
Karaoke Wed. 8-12
Showcase Thur 8-12

MIGUEL
BUSTAMANTE
DENTAL
CORPORATION
24 WHarf RD. BOLINAS
415 868 0911

CLAM meeting Sunday July 20th
CLAM (Community Land Trust Association of West Marin) Annual Meeting, 6:30
PM at the Dunes Palms church space, discussion about the sale of the Coast Guard property in Point Reyes Station.

HAPPY HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!

July 15: Maria Garrigues
July 16: Iamuel McPherson
July 17: Bright Smith
Jenna Churchman

July 18: Marcie Kossman
Avis Bourn
July 20: Clea Scheiman
Judith Larner Lowry

Find your Birthday Treat Coupon in the Classified Section of Today's Hearsay

THE WHOLE UNIVERSE IS COMPLETELY INSANE!

Last of the Melons • Torpedo Onions
Herb Plants for your Garden
Friday 12 - 6 PM • Roadside in Our Field

...a socially-acknowledged nature-loving town because to like to drink the water out of the tank to like to eat the blueberries to like the bears is not harmful but you just have to show love...
Bolinas Library presents:

TRUE Animal STORIES

Tuesday, July 22nd
6:30: Music_REFRESHMENTS
7pm: Stories

An evening of personal, true stories written and read aloud by folks like you and me. FREE!

Featuring:
Anna Gade  Schehera Van Dyk
Martine Algiers  Molly Brown
Neshama Franklin  Amy Prosser
Karen Prosser  Jane Mickelson

Music by: Caleb Norton

True Animal Stories

My husband calls True Stories, "the best entertainment in town." He is not an avid playgoer and only attends plays when my daughter or I are in them (and not always then, either). Yet, he has not missed one of the 15 True Stories events I have organized here and in Baja over the years. I shamelessly stole the idea for True Stories from Spark in Santa Monica. It is a story-telling event once a month with a theme. Seven "folks like you and me" read aloud a personal/true story 6 to 8 minutes long. I attended Spark because my brother was reading a story about when we hijacked a plane to Oaxaca (true story). I was moved and inspired: honest, real, moving, funny, entertainment. No baloney, no hype, and no phoniness. I loved everything about it. The individual readers became one: raw, imperfection, and lovely humanity. And, though I might not relate to the specific details of people's stories, I could relate to the emotions and the human experience. I even loved the free refreshments afterwards (so generous) and the chance to talk to readers and share stories. "I wanna do that in Baja!" I thought. So, I copied their rules (minus the theme—our town is too small to limit the stories) found a space and rounded up seven people courageous enough to tell a story. People, both readers, and audience loved it, so I have continued.

I decided a few years ago to try it out in Bolinas. I knew people here have tons of good stories. However, it was a bit harder for different reasons. People are busier here, I was not well known enough to coerce people or call in favors, and people here don't like ANY rules. (And, believe me, rules are few; personal/true, 6 to 8 minutes when read aloud). I cancelled the normally required rehearsal (people are too busy, plus no need for a mic here). Whitney, the hip, generous minister at St. Aidan's at the time was open and game (and even read a few stories herself over the years.)

Kerry (Stinson librarian), Michael Rafferty, Neshama Franklin, and Rob Stewart are some of the locals who generously shared their hearts and lives.

Since then, Jane our librarian, has organized one True Stories at the library, and I've done a few more here (one with the theme Sea) and one in Stinson. This year's theme, inspired by the library is Animals. One performance will be at the Bolinas Library, July 22nd with some repeat readers (Neshama, Anna Gade, and Jane Mickelson), some newbies (Molly Brown, Schehera Van Dyk, Amy Prosser, and Karen Prosser), and some surprise guests. Another reading will be at the Inverness Library, July 29th, with Molly Boyes, Maggie Harmon, Jon Cozzi, myself and others. Please come and support your friends and neighbors. Who knows, you may be inspired to tell your own True Story.

True Animal Stories will be at the Bolinas Library, Tuesday, July 22nd, light refreshments and music by Caleb Norton at 6:30, reading starts at 7pm. Inverness True Animal Stories will be July 29th. 6:30 music and light refreshments, 7pm, reading. FREE.

For more information: Camilla Ford, bajaranilla@yahoo.com

Sandy

At 85, Sandy was the oldest elder at the Elder Fire Circle on Saturday's full moon.

Sandy was from Inverness and normally he would be at a full moon sweat looking forward to a plunge in the ocean. "I miss the ocean, but here I am." Sandy told the group he had lost everything in the Inverness fire. But he went on to say it had been a blessing in disguise. The fire had rid him of the burden of stuff. Now a simple bowl and spoon had special meaning.

He said the same about no longer driving. He didn't need or miss the hassle of automobiles.

Sandy hitch hiked to the Dance Palace for his ping pong group. Sandy praised the game of ping pong. Anyone could play, if they were 5 or 85.

He recommended playing with the "other hand" the non dominant hand, and said it opened new neural pathways in the brain.

Sandy had seniority at the Elder Fire Circle, and he shared the wisdom of his years with us.

-Stuart
FREE Family Health & Fun Fair!
First 5’s Hands-On Health Van is coming your way!

Wednesday, July 25 — 11:30 am to 8 pm
The Dance Palace * 503 B Street * Point Reyes Station
Bring children ages 0 to 5 to play free games and learn fun ways to stay healthy!
Information for parents and activities for siblings too.

“Vision screening” “dental screening & treatment”

Enjoy the bilingual farm-to-table activity from
Marin Health & Human Services!
For more information, email Michelle@first5marin.org.

BOLINAS-RSTON UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT
125 Ohlone-Bolinas Road
Bolinas, CA 94924
http://bolinas-resson.org

Main Office (415) 668-6003
Fax (415) 668-9406
Sanita Campus (415) 668-0844

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
July 16, 2014

BOLINAS-RSTON UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT GOES “LIVE” WITH COMMUNITY SURVEY

BOLINAS, CA, July 15 — With the intention to “make your voice heard” the Bolinas-Rston Union School District is launching a community survey this week soliciting input from district voters on a range of proposed facility upgrades and improvements on Bolinas and Sanita Beach Campuses.

The survey, developed by the Final Oversight & Planning Advisory Committee (POPCAG), an advisory body to the school superintendent and board members — is based upon results obtained from a comprehensive RSUSD staff survey conducted in May 2014.

Staff Survey results, reported at the June 16th school board meeting, identified a number of areas as “pending improvements” with the top suggestions being replacement of the aging “Jordan” Building used for P.E. classes, assemblies, hallways cleaning and art shows. Additional items included identified technology, additional classrooms and appropriate “beautification” space (fenced for small group building, restrooms and school are not safe) and special education learning support services center.

The Staff Survey also identified “non-existed”, but relevant, facility areas such as: a science lab, gymnastics and performing arts space, and an outdoor classroom.

Great the range of topics identified, RSUSD Board Trustees are now turning to community members for help in crafting a future. In order to address facility needs, especially on a larger scale, RSUSD would need to pursue a general obligation bond or tax refunds.

GO bonds, as we are aware on the essential value of real property, must be approved by 55% of district voters. Proceeds can be used to fund capital construction and improvements under the guidance of a Citizen’s Oversight Committee, which is established to ensure funds are spent only on projects identified in the bond measure.

Dressed in T-shirts and POPACO Chalk Outers, Board Members state “Community input is critical to developing a comprehensive and effective facility planning process. So, please make your voice heard” and thank their friends with us.

The survey is open until July 31, 2014. Results will be presented at a special meeting of RSUSD Trustees on Tuesday, August 5th at 7 pm in the Bolinas Library.

The survey will be available online at www.surveymonkey.com/r/RSUSD or directly at http://www.surveymonkey.com/r/RSUSD. Paper surveys will be available at Bolinas and Sanita Beach Elementary.

For questions, please contact POPACOC member Christine Curran at (415) 797-2526.

“Who is there to visit in New York anyway?
Everybody’s moved to Bolinas…”

PHILIP WEALEN
Quoted in ON TJE MESA (1971)

Wednesday July 16, 2014 — The WEDNESDAY BOLINAS HEARSAY NEWS

Return of the Pie Man
Bolinas welcomes back Pirate Pizza Tuesdays
BY TOM GOGOLA

John Sabatini says he’s done just about everything in his 20 years as a chef and caterer—from a stint at Harry’s Bar to a run as sous chef at the now-closed Noonan’s in Larkspur. These days he’s working at An Affair to Remember, a big catering outfit in San Rafael—and, praise the Lord and pass the pepperoni, he’s again making pizza in Bolinas.

His Pirate Pizza Tuesdays had been on hiatus, but Sabatini recently returned to the kitchen at the Bolinas Community Center, to the delight of the people of Bolinas (including this writer).

“I had a lot of people calling me, asking, ‘Where’s the pizza?’ says Sabatini, a Marin County native who works in a Novato pizzeria as a 16-year-old. ‘It’s good to serve the community,’ he says. He serves the community with popular thin-crust pies such as the Island Heat, which features pinapples, pepperoni, garlic and jalapenos.

He cracks out up to 40 pies a night and offers it by the slice too.

Sabatini started his business, Burchy Coast Bistro, several years ago with an emphasis on pizza and barbacoa. Now he’s exploring a Kickstarter campaign to finance his Burchy Coast Bistro mobile cooking truck—or even a storefront pizza joint in Bolinas.

His vision for the truck, he says, includes organic sandwiches and tacos using locally sourced ingredients, along with the pizza. “I’m not looking to go fancy or high-end,” says the 34-year-old, “I’ve done foil pans and film microwave. Now I’m interested in clean, wholesome, unprocessed food made with good ingredients.”

Thursday, July 24

ANIMAL TALES IN FAIRFAX
Neshana Franklin tells stories @ Fairfax library, 7pm.

Tuesday, August 5

ART/GRAFFITI TOWN MEETING
Community Center 5-7

Mysterious hieroglyphic graffiti spotted downtown!
(1 photo — A. Hollo)
Swim from Farallones beats mark set in ’60s

Joseph Lowe of Mill Valley swim the 29.7-mile route in about 14 hours.

The swim site, Offshore Pirates listed Erickson’s distance as 35.5 miles, 9.8 miles longer than Lowe’s, but it is unclear whether that figure represents the total distance swum, including getting pushed off course by tides, which does count in the distance totals for marathon swimming.

“Let’s not go down that road,” said Paul Curt, 64, founder of the off shore Pirates, which organizes and sanctions swims from the island. Curt led the local group a crossing as a record-breaking swim, “Not a good idea.”

Lowe, who swam for a few miles, was unsure of the total distance swum but did not make it to the Farallon Islands, but instead carried him north of the marina in Bolinas to the Bolinas Bay. He swam for about an hour, but instead carried him north to the bridge to Druxbury Point in Bolinas.

Earlier this year, Craig Levington, a marathon swimmer from Denver, made the crossing from the Farallon Islands but landed at Muir Beach. This move was made after a water polo college and decided himself on an

BY THE BEAUTIFUL SEA

“So exhilarating are the air and water that ladies crossing the beach are seen to fling a handspring.”

Quoted by Jack Mason

THE $1.3 MILLION SURFBOARD

In Planets, New Zealand, Roy Sturt makes some of the most sophisticated and expensive surfboards in the world. His latest, the one-of-a-kind Rampant, is the product of 20 years of water testing development and a year of craftsmanship.

BOLINAS: At 11:24 p.m. a cow was in a road.

BOLINAS: At 10:45 p.m. a man was shivering and bleeding after being struck by fireworks.

BOLINAS: At 3:35 p.m. a resident complained about a neighbor’s noisy birds.

How Frances and Joel entered the world’s stage

By Samantha Kimney

Actor Frances McDormand met filmmaker Joel Coen when she auditioned for the lead role in the 1984 film “Blood Simple.” It was his first film with his brother Ethan, in which a cuckolded husband hires a hit man to kill his wife and her lover. Ms. McDormand wasn’t trained for film and she struggled to decipher some cues in the script; she read a few scenes in a windowless room while the brothers chain-smoked. Later, she asked them to reschedule her call-back so she could watch her then-boyfriend in a soap opera gig.

It was the unlikely start of what is now a 30-year marriage. The couple has lived in Bolinas for half that time, and gave a rare interview before a packed house on Sunday at The New School at Commonweal. Eric Karpeles moderated the informal convosration, titled “Adventures in Collaboration.”

The Coen brothers, who write, produce and direct together, have garnered mainstream recognition for their unique signature of violence, humor and carefully scripted language. Still, Mr. Coen does
PUBLIC NOTICE

FIREHOUSE COMMUNITY PARK AGENCY MESA PARK BOARD OF DIRECTORS SEAT OPENINGS

The November 4, 2014 election will include 3 regular 4-year-term seats on the Mesa Park (AKA: Firehouse Community Park Agency) Board of Directors which are up for election in November.

This governing agency oversees the maintenance and supervision of the recreational parks located on Wharf Road in downtown Bolinas and on Mesa Road adjacent to the firehouse and clinic.

The agency is seeking board members who are interested in keeping the recreational areas of Bolinas safe and in good condition to offer recreation and play to all members of the public.

Board meetings take place one evening per month. The positions offer opportunities to set policy for the use of the parks, to participate in local government, and to provide an important community service. No prior experience on elected boards is required.

Candidates shall be registered voters and must subscribe to the Oath of Office in order to serve on the Board.

Registration for nomination takes place at the County of Marin Registrar of Voters division at the Civic Center (telephone: 415-499-4566).

FILING PERIOD

July 14, 2014 to August 8, 2014

If all incumbents do not file, extension to August 13, 2014, for non-incumbents only.

BOLINAS: At 10:17 p.m. someone reported that a sailor with possible mental issues had come ashore on a dinghy, which broke apart on the beach.

REPORT

Mark’s article appears in Harper’s, just out — full article not online yet (yet!), but print version likely at library (If not underwater yet), and more at his website — just google him. — Steve Hallig

PROMISES, PROMISES

Can Obama redeem his environmental failures?

By Mark Hertsgaard

Health & Science

Vaccines proven to be safe

A new analysis of 165 studies on childhood vaccines has come to a resoundingly clear conclusion: Vaccination does not cause autism and is extremely safe and effective. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality commissioned a systematic review on the subject in response to the rise of the anti-vaccine movement, which has been blamed for recent outbreaks of measles and whooping cough across the country. Researchers looked at dozens of the most scientifically rigorous studies on vaccinations conducted since a similarly comprehensive 2011 review. They found no link between the measles vaccine and autism; in fact, children who did not receive the vaccine had the same incidence of autism as kids who did. “Adverse effects from vaccination do occur— including fever—related seizures and intestinal blockages—but the study found these reactions were ‘extremely rare’ and treatable. Clearly, the authors wrote, the benefits of vaccination far outweigh the tiny risk of side effects. The childhood diseases vaccinations prevent, they pointed out, can cause ‘blindness, deafness, development delay, epilepsy, or paralysis and may also result in death.”

“The benefits of vaccines far outweigh the risks.”

“…there is a lot of misinformation out there,” co-author Margaret Maglione tells USA Today. “Anyone can put anything on the Internet.”

Submitted by June McAdams
SERVICES

BRUSH TO MEADOW TRANSFORMATION
Heavy-duty tractor. Mowing / backhoe / roto-tiller / disk / plowing / post-hole drilling, Don Murch -9521

HANDYMAN: HOME REPAIR, CARPENTRY,
painting, Hauling too! 27 years experience. Local refs.
Steve Hill -2310

FIREWOOD • HYDRAULIC LOG-SPLITTING • HAULING
Dumps Runs, Cow Manure, Recycling, Humane animal removal
- Skunks, Raccoons & Yellow Jackets, Carl Henry 868-1782

TREE SERVICE
Fine Trimming • Hedges • Removals • Brush Chipping
Insured #676377
Steve Ryan 868-1584

AIRPORT? Howard Dillon’s fast, comfortable, car for all
Bay Area pick-ups, early or late. Many satisfied local refs.
Phone 868-2144

SMILEY’S
SCHOONER SALOON & HOTEL
• INTERNET ACCESS • CHECK CASHING
• WESTERN UNION • ATM & CREDIT CARDS
COLOR COPIER (B&W too)
41 Wharf Rd., Bolinas 415-868-1311

BASIC COMPUTER TRAINING & SETUP
Computer building, Internal cleaning, $55/hr
415-902-8295

“How can I see, again!”
CLEAR LIGHT WINDOW WASHING
Call Dale-0782

HEALTH AND HEALING

CAREGIVER AVAILABLE
Excellent homecare cleaner.
Call 868-1782 Anita & William

June McAdams, RN
- Compassionate and Skilled
Hospice Care Home Care
Newborn to Elders
Coastal Marin Only
More than 33 years nursing experience
(415) 868-9052

Ad copy for KWMR FM

(For week of Thu July 17 through Wed July 23, 2014)

Thu Jul 17
5 pm Open House. Marcia Heineg, a memoir of life in New Zealand.

Fri Jul 18

Sat Jul 19
11 am Place We Live. Ariana Aparicio & Saga Apostol Guevez,
scholarships from 10,000 Degrees.
2 pm New Woodstock West, KWMR production. "Turn on and Tune in.

Sun Jul 20
9 am Sunday Celebration of World Music.
8 pm L.A. Theatre Works. "An Enemy of the People" by Ibsen.

Tue Jul 22
Youth DJ Project 4 pm, Noah Wheeler. 4:30 pm, The Loft.

Wed Jul 23
8 am Swimming Upstream. Drummond Moir, Just My Type!

Schedules & More Info at www.kwmr.org

Free Birthday Treat at Bobolicious
Bring this coupon to receive a treat
for your Birthday!
Compliments of Bobolicious
and The Hearsay News

hearsaynews@yahoo.com
Submit articles, ads and drawings by midnight
Sunday, Tuesday or Thursday for publication
the next day.

Or to request a link to the password-protected website
to read online and info on how to subscribe online.
FOR SALE

KEGORATOR/ ELECTRIC BEER-KEG FRIDGE
Works great $200, call for details, Bryan -9931

CL 7/16

2 MATCHING COMFY EASY CHAIRS
Good condition. Could use new slipcovers – $100/best offer for pair - 847-3585

PB 7/23

DRY DRY DRY SEASONED FIREWOOD
Oak, Bay, Eucalyptus – Cut locally
Gospel Flat Farm 868-0921

WRIST BANDS FOR ENTRANCE TO FAR WEST FEST
ARE NOW ON SALE AT UNIQUITIES and can be purchased everyday from noon to 5:00 for $25, $10 for kids.
Submitted by Jennie Pfiffer

WANTED

SMALL OFFICE WANTED DOWNTOWN AREA
For civil engineer – 530-342-2926

Paul Krohn, P.E.
C5S583
STRUCTURAL/DESIGN + DRAFTING
CIVIL SITE PLANS + STORM DRAINAGE DESIGN
TOPOGRAPHIC + CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING
OFFICE: 1119 San Anselmo Avenue
San Anselmo, CA 94960
CELL: (530) 342-2926
paulkrohn@gmail.com

WILLIAM HENRY NEEDS A GOOD VEHICLE
operational with a reasonable price, 868-1782 or 253-1015

HOUSING WANTED

LYNN & ANDREW SEEK HOUSING:
We are a local couple with one dog looking for a new place to call home by August 1st. Give us a call, 415-847-1396.
With love, Lynn & Andrew

LB 8/1

MARTINE & KAYDON SEEK HOUSING
by mid July. Sublet, house sit or long term. Convert your extra space to 2nd unit? 868-9636

MAX

SHARED HOUSING, COMMUNAL LIVING
or bedroom with shared kitchen. I can also fix-up and make raw space livable. Please call Una 707-822-3485

UZX

LOST AND FOUND, FREE & RIDE SHARE

ARE PUBLIC SERVICE AIDS AND RUN FOR FREE
Please keep your ads to 20 words and under. We will run them for at least a week, or until you ask for them to be removed

Haarsay Staff

CLASSES

BOLINAS Community Center
1985-60TH-2011

Weekly Schedule

Monday
Chiropractic Adjustments (June-August)
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Pilates w/Lisa Townsend
6:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday
Senior Stretch w/Anna Gottreich
11:00 - 12:00 p.m.
Bo Babies & Toddlers Open Play Group (free)
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Pirate Pizza (Pre-order at 328-1066)
4:30 - 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Pilates w/Lisa Townsend
8:30 - 10:00 a.m.
Biblia en Español
8:00 - 9:30 p.m.

Thursday
USDA food bank
12 noon
Congolose Dance w/ Sandor
6:00 - 7:30 p.m.

Friday
Pilates Mat Class w/Lisa Townsend
9:00 - 10:00 a.m.
No Place Like Home (Free Brunch 4th Fri of Month)
10:30 - 11:30 a.m.

Saturday
Seal Soup w/ Amber Ilies (6-8 yrs) 6/14-7/26
11:00 - 11:45 a.m.
Ballet w/ Erika Townsend
12:00 - 1:30 p.m.

Sunday
Brazilian Dance with Anna
11:00 - 12:00 p.m.
Sunday Community Night (www.bocn.org for details)

Check the Library marquee or Calendar in BCC foyer for special events. For More Info call 868-2129 or visit www.bocn.org

LOST & FOUND

LOST: SMALL BABY DOLL ON MESA OR sewer pond area. About 6-7” with “love” written on her pink/purple romper. Plastic head, feet and hands, blue eyes.

Please call -9590 if you have seen her!

EM 7/9

LOST: DUMB PHONE, FLIP STYLE.
Sailboat “wallpaper.” Fran @ franmccoen@gmail.com

FM 7/7

LOST ON MY RUN - NOT ME - MY NECKLACE, delicate silver chain, green stone, s wire closure. Possibly Torres, bike path or sewer ponds path.
Thanks so much-Anita-1566

A 7/9

FOUND: AT PIERRE SALONE’S MEMORIAL:
glasses-cat eye shaped, brown rims, with green arms. Rims have green and orange rhinestones. I have them-2637 or 602-4459 (cell)

DS 6/11

LOST: BLACK WEDGE PILLOW.
Mikah 0938

M 6/4

Found: Camera on the beach. Call 1478 to describe and claim.

KS 7/16/14

MISSING BIKE - WHEOMEVER “BORROWED” THE MONGOOSE THRESHOLD BICYCLE ON FRIDAY AT 6PM FROM THE PEOPLE'S STORE BIKE RACK, PLEASE RETURN IT TO THERE. TIS MY TRANSPORTATION-THANKS... RUSTY HANDLEBARS, TAPED UP SEAT, PLASTIC FENDERS.

WM 7/14